
How to Complete a Travel Authorization in Self-Serve for State Employees 

Go to Upstate’s Ipage, click on the Self-Serve link.  

 

Log into Self-Serve 

 



Go to applications then Travel Authorizations  

 

 

 

When the travel authorization application has been open, there are three different option to review; 

awaiting department head (which is the main page), completed or archived. The only time to use 

archive is when a mistake has been made and a new travel authorization will need to be submitted.  

 

 

 

Any state employee can enter in a travel authorization for either themselves or another employee. 

When putting in a new travel authorization, there is a button in the bottom left hand corner to enter 

in a new form. 

 

  



When entering a new form – the travel authorization request form will appear which then the 

employee filling out the form will need a state employee ID number, primary account number and all 

the information for the trip. There is an option to enter more than one account number for each trip; 

make sure to list how each trip will be split up.  

 

 

If a state employee needs the travel office to complete a registration, click the button shown below.  

 

If that button is not clicked – the registration will NOT be completed by the Travel Office.  

 

 

 



Complete the rest of the form with transportation accommodations, hotel accommodations and any 

additional notes or explanations. REMINDER: There is a limited amount of characters in the notes 

section; it will cut off after 256 characters. 

In the notes section – if you are looking for the travel office to complete the registration, enter any 

usernames, passwords, links, etc one would need to successfully complete the registration.  There 

also is an option in red to upload any additional information – upload registration forms, agendas, etc.  

 

When all information has been put on the travel authorization, go ahead and hit submit.  

 

The initial travel approval has been removed from this process. Once you hit submit the travel 

authorization will go directly to the department head for the account number entered. The 

department head is not always the employee’s director or supervisor, it goes to whoever can sign off 

for the account number provided in the travel authorization.  

 

 

 


